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Concise, comprehensive, and logically organized, this find-it-now resource offers fingertip access to the diagnostic tools necessary for the definitive diagnosis and treatment of the most common musculo-skeletal disorders found in adults and children.     

       Univ. of California, Irvine. This edition provides more guidance in the management of various conditions than the previous edition: c1995. Includes current data on disorders and diseases treated by orthopedic surgeons and related physicians. Halftone illustrations. Softcover.     

       Easy-to-use, yet comprehensive, Current Diagnosis & Treatment in Orthopedics features:
*Convenient organization by anatomical structure, disease, and procedure 


*Improved diagnostic charts, tables, and graphs on hip and knee problems and tumor differentiation 


*New information on NSAID selection (including COX-2 inhibitors), materials used in joint replacements, and growth factors for stimulating bone formation 


*Expanded sections on trauma and external fixation, postoperative care of amputees, and predicting function after spinal cord injuries 


*Coverage of advances and practices in imaging technology, infection treatment, joint reconstruction, and spinal surgery 


*Concise, current, and comprehensive review of the basic science underlying orthopedic practice 


*Helpful references to classic and important new sources   
       

About the Author
   

Harry B. Skinner, MD, PhD is Professor and Chairman of the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery at the University of California, Irvine.       
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Oracle and Java Development (Sams White Book)Sams Publishing, 2001
Outlines Key Oracle Java technologies; Enterprise Java Beans, Business Components, Java Server Pages, and Servlets for developing and deploying applications using Oracle 8i. Describes database interaction with Java using Java stored procedures, JDBC, and SQLJ. Softcover.       

       * Describes Oracle's Internet Computing Platform for...
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Aliasing in Object-Oriented Programming: Types, Analysis and Verification (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This book presents a survey of the state-of-the-art on techniques for dealing with aliasing in object-oriented programming. It marks the 20th anniversary of the paper The Geneva Convention On The Treatment of Object Aliasing by John Hogg, Doug Lea, Alan Wills, Dennis de Champeaux and Richard Holt. The 22 revised papers were carefully reviewed...
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CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, includes CD-ROM: Exam 640-802Sybex, 2011

	Welcome to the exciting world of Cisco certification! You have picked up this book because you want something better—namely, a better job with more satisfaction. Rest assured that you have made a good decision. Cisco certification can help you get your first networking job or more money and a...
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Chronic Viral and Inflammatory Cardiomyopathy (Ernst Schering Foundation Symposium Proceedings)Springer, 2005

	Following its tradition of promoting novel areas of scienti?c discourse, the Ernst Schering Research Foundation (ESRF) hosted this workshop on chronic viral and in?ammatory cardiomyopathy. In late October 2004, scientists from Canada, Germany, the Georgian Republic, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Israel, Sweden, and the United...
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The Essential Guide to Managing Small Business GrowthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A cliché it may be but we are living in ever more turbulent times. Business decision-making has become more challenging and unpredictable than ever: we experience unforeseen and often cataclysmic changes in consumer demand, both at home and in export markets; customers continue to demand more, more quickly and for less; new laws and...
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Beginning JavaScriptWrox Press, 2015

	The bestselling JavaScript guide, updated with current features and best practices


	Beginning JavaScript 5th Edition shows you how to work effectively with JavaScript frameworks, functions, and modern browsers, and teaches more effective coding practices using HTML5. This new edition has been extensively updated...
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